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Answer all Questions Time: Three hours

1. Define the terms coli,near uector's and, coplanar uectors. 
"--

(a) Prove the following:
1

i, the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other; *''
t 

,{

tt, $ ra+Ab.+ zc:0, then r :A: z:A, where a,& and ! are non-coplana,r

vectors.

(b) Let a,0 and g be three vectors such that a is perpendicuiar to both ! and q,

and lQl : lSl. Show that the equation of the plane through the three points

whose position vectors are o) ! and g, is

( s h+e I 
"

tUir 
+ pXrl *6, J't_: 

r:

Hence find the equation of the plane through the points (2, -7,1, ), (3, 2, -l), (-1,3' 2).



2. Define the term di,uergence of the vector field F.

i. if g and ! are irrotational vectors,

ii. if 1 A d"r :0, then i : constant.

State the Stoke's theorem and Green's theorem.

(c) Verify the Stoke';

surface of the cone

(u) LeI y: ril A!+ zfo and l1l : r . Show that

i. div(r'r) : (n * 3)r', for n e Z;

ii. div(4) : o.
\ro./

Define the term grad,ient of the scaler fietd d.

i. Show that V/ is a vector perpenclicular to the surface Q(r,A,z) : c,where

c is a constant.

ii. Find the directional derivatives of the functio n, f (r, U, z) : r, - A, * Zz2 ,

at the point P(r,2,3) in tlie direction of the line PQ , where e is the point

(5, o, 4).

Prove the following:

'/c
then a A 0 is a solefloidal vector,
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(a) If F :Rn + a)z+ (3g, - r)J-, then evalu ate J'" E-' d.r,ir..rJ 6 ,, ,n. curve

in the rg-prane consisting of the straight line from (0,0) to (d,o) ana then to

(3,2).

(b) If S is any open s

vector, then prove

bounded by a simple closed curve C and B is any
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particle in the polar co-ordinate svstem.

Masses TTL1,T!L2 are attached to the ends of a weightless inextensible string AoB
and rest on a smooth fixed peg at O, and the portions OA(: r), and OB(: E) of
the string are in a straight iine. The mass rn1 is now projected horizontaiiy with
velocity u perpendicular to oA. If the string remains in contact with the peg, and
all the motion takes place in a horizontal plane, prove that the mB,ss rn2 reaches the
peg with velocity

5' A particle moves in a plane with the velocity u and the tangent to the path of the
particie makes au angle r/ with a fixed line in the plane. write the velocity and
acceleration components of the particle in intrinsic coordinate. using these, show
that the components of acceleration along the tqngent ;;d perpendicular to it aredu , .d1b r
given by u* and urfi, respectively. 

,i
A particle is projected horizontally with the velocity us in a medium which offers
a resistance ku2 per unit mass, where u is the speed. Let rf,be the downward
inclination of its path to the horizontal aftdr it has traveled a $i$tance s on the arc.
Show that

(u)

(b)

u cos tft : uoe-k" ;

"'r"9 :6 
"""r,,r,.du,g'

by resolving the velocity components to the horizontai and perpendicular direction
to the path.

Hence find the intrinsic equation of the particle path.

u lms(2r + y)
(z+y) V (mt+rr,,z)



b. With usual

the form

t.

notations, obtain the equation of motion of a rocket of varying mass ln

. ' d'u d'm(t)
F(t) : *lt) dt 

+ Ye--m '

Arocketisfi.red'upwards-andthematterisejectedwithconstantrelativevelocity

gT.ata constant'r,*"'+ Initially the mass of the rocket is2M' half of this

is available for ejection. Neglecting air resistance and variation in gravitational

attraction, show that the greatest speed of the rocket is attained when the mass of

the rocket is reduced to M,and determine this speed'

Showalsothattherocketwillreachthegreatestheightgivenby
1, sr'lt -rn2)2 '
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